
EAU DE PARFUM 



Like a spear, energetically thrown to hit a  

bull's-eye, or a bowling ball, hurled to the triangle of skittles...   trike! 

 

That's how, Esse, in a tough and determined manner, chooses the raw 

materials, creating her  

fragrances. ESSE STRIKES THE NOTE E   



The intriguing personality of   , stands out among the generation started by her grandfather 
Aurelio.  

   is bold, but it's easy to make her the frailest. She is mysterious, but sometimes even a 
predictable woman. She is an ambitious woman, held back by her fears. She is a dreamer 

whose rationality can almost clip her wings. 
 

Unique and weird fragrances, interpreting the sides of her enigmatic personality. 
An Italian first name gives personality to each fragrance. An homage to Italy, where Lady 

Fashion finds an important home. 
 

If this were a fairytale, it would start with “Once upon a time..”. Instead it begins with “There 
is…”, because it is a true story.  

It is the tale of a family tradition. Esse has always lived in close contact with the world of 
fragrances. Her grandfather, Aurelio Cerizza, opened the first laboratory to create fragrances in 
1946. He soon became very famous in Italy and Europe and his little laboratory became a 
company. It handed down from one generation to another, perfected and enriched by the work 

of younger hands, with fresh and innovative ideas that have reinvented it. 
To pass on a passion, you need to believe in it, you need to love unconditionally what you 
daily live and breath. We pass on stories, physical and behavioral pecularities, values, myths 
and abilities. In passing on, we externalize even the most well-hidden part of our essence. 

 
 
 



"I grew up among fragrances. When I was a child, every Saturday morning my father would 
sort out samples of the fragrances he had created during the week. 

I used to watch him from the sofa, anxiously waiting for him to call me at his side to 
choose my favorite one.”  

Roberta Cerizza 
 

The emotional inspiration of the brand, is based on the desire to tell about the tradition of 
my family in the world of fragrances through what has bonded all of us: the passion for 

fragrances. 
 

The main sources of inspiration of the image of the range of ESSE strikes the notes, were 
fashion, design and the elegance of Made in Italy. The development was preceded by a 

research of shapes, details and accessories, (current and former ones), that have 
characterized the Italian elegance all over the world for such a long time. 

A sequence of images, starting from the old laboratory where my grandfather composed the 
first fragrances, up to the eccentric design and the most up-to-date fashion accessories. 

Abstract images enshrining the soul of the brand. 
 

Esse strikes the notes, is a project entirely conceived, made and produced in Italy.  
An experience of over 70 years in the field of fragrances, it is the key to reach the goals of 

the project, namely a careful quest for original raw materials and unions. 
 

Esse strikes the notes embodies the values of union in the family, combining fashion and 
modern Italian design, whose lines are innovative, but sometimes dry and well-defined. 
An encounter, occasionally a collision, between tradition and contemporary eccentricity. 

 





What lies beyond what you see? 
 

Don’t just limit yourself to observe signs and symbols. Sometimes they are random, 
sometimes they encompass a world of their own. 

 
Think of a painting. Through a painting, you can glimpse its meaning, the artist’s 
state of mind, joy and pain. All of this, by looking into and beyond apparently 

random shades and details.  
 

A painting is to an artist what a perfume is to each of us: it mirrors, reveals, 
predicts and represents us. 

 
Some choose a renowned fragrance, conforming themselves to the mass to avoid 
its judgement, others opt for a more unknown one, to be admired, noticed and 

distinguished from others, a sign of confidence and authority. 
 

The range is currently composed of 4 woman fragrances.  
All of them are Born and Made in Italy. 



  Born and  

 made in  

Italy . 



P R I S C I L L A 
 

The Woman is rare, as the black rose that exalts the top notes of the fragrance. 
To describe yourself, is often asked to me.  

I'm a Woman. Woman is who dares, only if you have a strong personality you know how 
to dare. Woman is who wants to win. 

 
Dare to be ambitious, dare with your look, dare to seduce, dare with your mind, the most 

sophisticated charm. Dare believing in yourself because you deserve it. 
I'm not looking for my comfort zone, only risking I can stand out getting the best. 

 
I love to feel the thrill of surpassing myself. Don’t call it gamble, where you double or 

nothing, call it ambition.  
If I’m wrong, I get experience. The Japanese, when they break something, they use to fix 

it with a valuable material, often with gold. They believe, that the mistakes fortify 
themselves, not wreck, so we have to enhance our mistakes. Tomorrow, they could be 

what move you on the winning. 
  

“Love to dare, dare to risk. Always.”  

HEAD NOTES - FLORAL FRUITY 
Black Rose, Violet, Pineapple, Cyclamen, Grapefruit, Ylang Ylang, Red Fruits 

HEART NOTES – FLORAL SPICY 
Jasmine, Cardamom, Pink Pepper 

BOTTOM – WOODY CHYPRE 
Sandalwood, Musk, Patchouly, Vanilla Berries, Gray Amber 





M I R A N D A 
 

Someone makes his mark, somebody else quietly disappears. 
 

The unmistakable footstep, combined with her pragmatic approach, anticipates making her 
unique. 

She is mysterious, enigmatic and characterized by her sophistication. 
Innate elegance of body and mind, untouchable, but sharp as a strong emotion. 

 
The elegance is loud, it is what you could own without flaunting, simply bringing it with you: 
it is an attitude, it is what you can see, but you cannot describe and, above all, emulate. 

It is not the dress to make her elegant, it is just her. 
 

The elegance to talk, the elegance to move, the elegance to write, the elegance to be. 
Elegance that smells of boldness. 

 
Elegance is the scent trail that you leave. 

 
 

HEAD – FLORAL AROMATIC 
Rose, Lily of the Valley, Star Anise, Dark Chocolate, Licorice 

HEART – WOODY FLORAL 
Sandalwood, Eliotropus, Jasmine 
BOTTOM – CHYPRE ORIENTAL 

Ambergris, Vanilla beans, Musk, Powdered sugar 





A N I T A 
 

Flowers head notes, synonymous of freedom and happiness, contrasted by the bleak pepper 
of the heart notes, that infuse the essence, drowning out the harmony. 

Obvious analogy between notes of the fragrance and personalities. 
 

How appearances can be deceptive? 
Maybe, we are more than a look. Probably, nobody is what it seems to be. 

The appearance changes ourselves, it strips and clouds our soul that represents us as what 
we aren’t. 

It makes us what the interlocutor decides we are. 
 

Expressing our inherent emotions and the clearness of our state of mind, is the talent of 
strong people. To catch them is the talent of who would like to move on. 

Challenge the role of the appearance, have fun cheating with it. 
 

“I’m fine, or maybe, save me!” 
 

HEAD – FLORAL BOUQUET 
Tuberose, Rangoon Creeper, Gardenia, Orange Blossom, Jasmine, Cyclamen, Violet 

HEART – FLORAL  SPICY 
Black Pepper, Lily of the valley, Rose, Peony, Sandalwood, Cashmere wood 

BOTTOM – AMBER MUSKY 
White Musk, White Amber, Ambretta Seeds, Vanilla Berries 





D O N A T E L L A 
 

He offered her the world, she said she had her own. 
Isn’t it weird? We ignore who worships us, we worship who ignores us, we love who hurts 

us and we hurt who loves us. 
Do you know the reason? Probably, it depends on our nature or maybe our experience of 

life. 
A twisted reaction but partially coherent. 

 
The value of a diamond makes it not really accessible, and the wish to own it is often 

proportional to its accessibility. 
Diamond is the woman that runs and you cannot catch her. 

To you, Diamond, choose your best. You must be your primary choice. 
You belong to you. 

 
Be jealous of what you have the right to call it yours. 

Love yourself, you are enough. 
 

“You are yours” 

HEAD – FLORAL CITRUS 
Iris, Rose, Violet, Bergamot 
HEART – WOODY SPICY 

Patchouly, Pink Pepper, Incense, Myrrh, Cedrino Wood 
BOTTOM – MUSKY CHYPRE 

White Musk, Gray Amber, Vanilla Berries 





The most elegant thing, 

is the scent trail 

behind you 
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